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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter explains the background of the study, problems of the study, 

objectives of the study, significances of the study, scope and limitation of the 

study, definition of key terms, and framework of discussion. 

A. Background of the study 

The language use by a group of people can show their background in 

terms of the social and cultural which called as sociolinguistic philology. 

Sociolinguistics is the study of language as it affects and is affected by social 

relations. Sociolinguistic encompasses a broad range of concerns. 

including bilingualism, pidgin and creole languages, and other ways 

that language use is influenced by contact among people of different language 

communities (e.g., speakers of German, French, Italian, and Romansh in 

Switzerland). Sociolinguists also examine different dialects, accents, and 

levels of diction in light of social distinctions among people. In practice a 

dialect can usually be identified by the accent of its speakers as well as by 

distinctive words, usages, idiomatic expressions, and grammatical features. 

Language is considered to be a system of communication, used by a 

particular community of speakers, which has literal and figurative meanings. 

While the literal meaning is the direct reference of words or sentences to 

objects, the figurative sense is used for giving an imaginative description or a 

special effect. Therefore, the meaning of individual words in an expression 

has nothing to do in the comprehension of the whole meaning. Such a 

meaning characterizes notions like metaphors, similes, proverbs and idioms. 

http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/bilingualism
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/pidgin
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/creole+language
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Among these, idioms have a great extent use in everyday language, and they 

are considered as one of the most frequently used means of non-literal 

language.
1
 

Among them, the idiom has a great used so far in everyday language, 

and they are considered as one of the most commonly used way of non-literal 

language. Since idioms, metaphors, proverbs, parables and expression remain 

the property of non-literal or figurative language, it seems difficult to identify 

an idiom of other forms of figurative language, but although there are some 

similarities between idioms and other forms of non-literal language, some 

clear differences, and thus, we can recognize an idiom quite easily. 

Language used is influenced by contact among people of different 

language communities (e.g., speakers of German, French, Italian, and 

Romansh in Switzerland). Sociolinguists also examine different dialects, 

accents, and levels of diction in light of social distinctions among people. In 

practice a dialect can usually be identified by the accent of its speakers as 

well as by distinctive words, usages, idiomatic expressions, and grammatical 

features. 

 Inability to master the idiom as much as possible to make us often 

confused in understanding a conversation or writing. To be fluent in English, 

not just mastery of grammar (grammar) is important, but also mastery of 

idiom is good and right. By using the idiom, a conversation will beautiful and 

                                                           
1
Claudia Leah, Idioms - Grammaticality and Figurativeness, University of Oradea, p. 1, 

(online).URL:http://www.theroundtable.ro/Current/Language/Claudia_Leah_Idioms_Grammatical

ity_and_Figurativeness.pdf, accessed on March 26
th

, 2013. 

http://www.theroundtable.ro/Current/Language/Claudia_Leah_Idioms_Grammaticality_and_Figurativeness.pdf
http://www.theroundtable.ro/Current/Language/Claudia_Leah_Idioms_Grammaticality_and_Figurativeness.pdf
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pleasant to hear, so it tends not rigid or overly formal.
2
 We can learn and 

using idiom to make our conversation more interesting. For example of 

idiom: Most parents back up their children to study. This idiom (back up 

means support)
3
 

The English language is full of idioms (over 15,000). Native speakers 

of English use idioms all the time, often without realizing that they are doing 

so. This means that communication with native speakers of English can be 

quite a confusing experience.
4
 Idiom is the expression that can not be 

translated word for word by the basic meaning of words in an expression, 

example: look up, come in, run off.
 5 

English language has more than 1,000,000 words and is one of the most 

flexible languages in the world. It is a living language, like those other 

languages we use today. Understanding the lexicon of English demands is 

more than knowing the denotative meaning of words. It requires its speakers 

to have connotative word comprehension and more, an understanding of 

figurative language. Idioms fall into this final category.
6
  

Idioms are pervasive. They are used in formal and informal speech, 

conversation and writing are part of standard speech in business, education 

                                                           
2
 A.budi, Hendra, Fifah, Contem[orary Idiom Dictionary Kamus Ungkapan Populer Bahasa 

Inggris lengkap, praktis, dan terkini, Diva Press, Jogjakarta, 2008, preface 
3
 Heldin Manurung, Special English Idiom (Phrasal Verb & Merged Verb), Great Media, 

Depok, 2006, P.68 
4
Marcus Evans, Linguarma International, Alton UK, 2000, (online). URL:,  

http://www.linguarama.com/ps/technology-themed-english/what-is-an-idiom.htm, accessed on 

September 19
th

, 2014. 
5
 Heldin Manurung, Special English Idiom (Phrasal Verb & Merged Verb), P.1 

6
 Jacqueline Ambrose, Why Idioms Are Important For English., Mikolaiv State Pedagogical 

University, P. 180, (online). URL: http://lib.chdu.edu.ua/pdf/zbirnuku/7/37.pdf,  accessed on  

September 19
th

, 2014. 

http://www.linguarama.com/ps/technology-themed-english/what-is-an-idiom.htm
http://lib.chdu.edu.ua/pdf/zbirnuku/7/37.pdf
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and media. L2 learners are expected to understand a variety of common 

idioms, which is advantageous for those planning to work in a world that 

increasingly uses English as the language of communication and commerce. 

Whether it is working in one’s native country or in an English-speaking 

country, idioms are important as part of the shared knowledge among English 

speakers.
7
  

Students must learn idiom to increase their vocabulary, the learner can 

enrich the knowledge about idiom. It can help the learner make their 

sentences or speaking more interesting and varied. students need to be 

mastered idiom to communicate with both written and oral, students, college 

students, teachers, journalists, and academics can use this study as a learning 

resource, as well as a reference when the need to find the idiom and its 

meaning. 

When people learn idioms, they can get involved into the real world. 

Everybody is able to speak natural English and it is the idioms in the 

language that give it a natural, conversational, and creative feel. So, if people 

want to speak English fluently, it is necessary to learn idioms in order to 

improve their communicative skill.
8
  

There are two main reasons to learn common idioms: (1) when use in 

speaking, and sometimes writing, they show a high level of vocabulary. This 

is because they are natural phrases commonly used by native speakers. 

                                                           
7
 Ibid, P. 181 

8
 Eliana Edith Roberto De Caro, The Advantages and Importance of Learning and Using 

Idioms in English,2009.p.14,(online).URL:http://dialnet.unirioja.es/descarga/articulo/3618851.pdf, 

accessed on March 26
th

,  2013. 

http://dialnet.unirioja.es/descarga/articulo/3618851.pdf
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Remember, when we study English, we want to sound as natural as possible, 

as close to a native speaker as possible. Therefore, using idioms helps us in 

this. (2) We can recognize them when listening to others speaking. It may be 

very difficult to understand native speakers, or expert users of English, when 

they are speaking by using idioms. Often when learners of English read, 

watch a movie or listen to the radio, they may misunderstand a lot of idioms 

are used. A good understanding of common idioms will enable learners to 

understand a great deal more of natural speech.
9
Ideally, vocabulary should 

not be learned in a vacuum, and this is especially true for idioms. There are a 

variety of idiom dictionaries for those who wish to learn more about idioms. 

Newspapers and magazines, radio programs, television show sand films also 

sources of idioms.
10

 

There are some kind of idioms used English. They are phrasal verb, 

prepositional phrases, idioms with verb as keywords, idioms with noun as 

keywords, idiom with adjectives as keywords, and idiomatic pairs. 

People do not need interact directly to know the social or cultural of 

others. Familiarity, tribes and cultures of others can be seen from various 

songs. Nowadays, song has become people’s consumption. Some people like 

listening and enjoying song as one of the entertainment media. Some people 

glad to spend their money only for listening a song. They usually go to concert 

or buy the cassette to listen it on DVD. But the distributions of the song keep 

                                                           
9
 Australian Centre for Education and Training (ACET), Introduction to Idioms, 2011 (online) 

URL: http://tuoitrenews.vn/english-study/3481/introduction-to-idioms, accessed on January 9
th

, 

2014. 
10

 Jacqueline Ambrose, Why Idioms Are Important For English., , P. 182,  

http://www.acet.edu.vn/
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growing until today. We not only can get a song from buying DVD but also we 

can get it from the internet. Listening English song and read the lyric is 

important for improving English and learning new English words. Besides 

thats through song people can have fun.  

Christina Perri song is categorized as a good song and the most 

wanted song. It showed that a lot of people listen and like this song. the 

progress of her second studio album. Enlisting the help of a quartet of 

producers (Martin Johnson, Jake Gosling, John Hill, and Butch Walker), she 

announced details of the album, entitled Head or Heart, which was slated for 

release in spring 2014. Head of Heart hit the streets on April 1, 2014.
11

 

Head of heart has 13  songs, one of them is human song. "Human" is a 

song by American singer-songwriter Christina Perri. The song was written by 

Perri and Martin Johnson, who also produced the song. It was released on 

November 18, 2013, and is the lead single from Perri's second studio album, 

Head or Heart (2014). Released to generally positive reviews, "Human" has 

since become a Top 10 Adult Pop hit in the United States, as well as her third 

top 40 entry on the Billboard Hot 100.
12

 

It choose Christina Perri’s song to analyze idioms that might occur. 

There are some specific reasons why interest in choosing this such as: First, 

The language peculiar to a people, country, class, community or, more rarely, 

an individual. Second, A construction or expression having a meaning different 

                                                           
11

  Christina perri-biography-billboard, (online). URL: http://www.billboard.com/artist/ 2992 

55/christina-perri /biography , Accessed on 
 
April 24

th
 ,2015 

12
 Wikipedia, Human (Christina Perri song), ( online) URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 

Human_%28Christina_Perri_song%29) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christina_Perri
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Johnson_%28musician%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_or_Heart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adult_Top_40
http://www.billboard.com/artist/%202992%2055/christina-perri
http://www.billboard.com/artist/%202992%2055/christina-perri
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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from the literal one or not according to the usual patterns of the language.
13

 

Second, since vocabulary and culture are intertwined, L2 speakers can gain 

more vocabulary through idioms and conversely, can learn more about idioms 

from being exposed to the target culture. Ambrose said that the more 

comprehensible input there is the more learners’ listening, speaking, writing 

and reading skills will improve.
14

Third, Idiom is taught in vocabulary subject 

at State Islamic College of Palangka Raya. Fourth, there are many phrases or 

idioms as phrases that occurred in this song. Moreover, the idioms that are 

spoken are often used by teenagers, so the idioms will be suitable to be learned 

by the students. This study interest in conducting a study entitled “THE 

IDIOMATIC FORMS IN CHRISTINA PERRI’S SONG”. 

B. Problem of the study 

The problems of the study are as follow: 

1. What are the idioms that occurred in Christina Perri’ song? 

2. What are the meanings of idioms that used in Christina Perri’ song? 

3. What are the function of the idioms that used in Christina Perri song? 

C. Objective of the Study 

Based on the research problem, the objectives of the study are: 

1. To describe and analyze the idioms that occurred in Christina Perri’ song. 

2. To describe the meaning of idioms that used in Christina Perri’ song. 

3. To descibed the function of the idioms that used in Christina Perri’ song. 

 

                                                           
13

 Jacqueline Ambrose, Why Idiom Are Important For English Language Learners, P. 180 
14

Ibid, P. 181. 
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D. Significance of the study 

 It is exspacted that the study on the idiomatic forms can be useful for 

whole readers, theoretically and practically.  

Theoretically, this study can enrich English language, to guide readers 

in studying idiomatic forms, and to be reference for the next researcher in 

analyzing about idiomatic forms. Students, college students, teachers, 

journalists, and academics can use this study as a learning resource, as well as 

a reference when they need to find the idiom and its meaning. 

Practically, students need to be mastered idiom to communicate with 

both written and oral,  preparation or give comprehension of student about 

idiom, and preparation of being English teacher. 

E.   Scope and limitation of the study 

This study focused on whole of idioms. This study only examines the 

form, meaning, and the speech fuction of idiom. It gave more knowledge 

about the idioms, because usually we use this idiom in our conversation. 

Therefore in this study only limit issues mention above. The analysis 

conducted toward the lyric of  Christina Perri’ song entitle human. Many 

people like Cristina Perri Songs. Over 100.000 people downloaded the songs 

during its first two weeks, and the song lyric is easy to understand for L2 

learners. And we can listen song everytime. When we are sad or happy, when 

we cook or work, we can listen the song everywhere. 

F. Definition of Key Terms 

Some key terms in this study are as follow: 
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1. Idiom is the expression that can not be translated word for word by the 

basic meaning of words in an expression.
15

 Idiom in this research analyzed 

the idiom found in the lyric of human song.  

2. Song is a story of word that are set to music; word that are sung.
16

In this 

research the analysis of idiomatic form took from the Christina Perri’ song. 

3. Christina Perri was born on August 19, 1986 in Bensalem, Pennsylvania, 

USA as Christina Judith Perri. Grew up in Bensalem, Pennsylvania (a 

suburb of Philadelphia). Younger sister of Nick Perri. She attended 

Nazareth Academy High school. She graduated from Archbishop Ryan 

High School in the class of 2004. She taught herself how to play guitar. She 

moved to Los Angeles on her 21st birthday. She was a waitress at the 

Melrose Cafe, LA. Very close friends with Keltie Knight.
17

While recording 

an EP, though, she managed to contact a choreographer from the TV show 

So You Think You Can Dance. She released the single "Human" in 

November 2013 as a primer to the record. Head or Heart hit the streets on 

April 1, 2014.
18

   

G. Framework of Discussion 

The framework of discussion is to give information about the content 

of this research. It mention about: 

                                                           
15

 Heldin Manurung, Special English Idiom (Phrasal Verb & Merged Verb P.1 
16

 Richard A. Spears, PH.D, NTc’S Pocket Dictionary, of words and phrases 12.000 word, 

idiom, and phrasal verb for travelers and learners, the McCrow Hill Companies, America, 2002, 

P.577 
17

 Christina Perri-Biography-IMDb, (online). URL:http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3998660 

/bio, acce ssed on 
 
April 24

th
 ,2015 

18
 Christina perri-biography-billboard, (online). URL: http://www.billboard.com/artist/ 

299255 /christinaperri /biography, accessed April on 24
th 

, 2015 

 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2322790?ref_=nmbio_trv_2
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2521370?ref_=nmbio_trv_8
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3998660%20/bio
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3998660%20/bio
http://www.billboard.com/artist/%20299255%20/christinaperri%20/biography
http://www.billboard.com/artist/%20299255%20/christinaperri%20/biography
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Chapter I is introduction. It mentions about explains  the background 

of the study, problem of the study, objective of the study, significances of the 

study, scope and limitation of the study, definition of key term, framework of 

discussion. 

Chapter II is review of related literature. It mentions about related 

studies, definition of idiom, form of idiom, the function of idiom, the 

important of learning idiom for English student, song, the benefit of learning 

idiom through song, the different between learning idiom through song and 

textbook, and the biography of Christina Perri. 

Chapter III is research method. It mentions about research design, 

research type, the researcher role, research site, source of data, instrument and 

technique of data collection, method for verification of the research finding, 

data analysis. 

Chapter IV is research findings and discussion. This chapter consists 

of research findings and discussion.  

Chapter V is Closing. This chapter consists of conclusion and 

suggestions that are related to the research findings and discussion. 

 

 


